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Thank you for ordering this WOOD® magazine download. We hope you 
enjoy being part of our online experience and that you have fun expand-
ing your woodworking skills. 
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Dave Campbell
Editorial Content Chief, WOOD magazine 

Adobe Acrobat Reader 
Troubleshooting Guide
If you can read this page, your Acrobat Reader program is working correctly! 
But you may still have problems or specific issues, such as printing and 
saving your downloadable file. 

My printer won’t print the text correctly
Almost all printing problems are due to not enough free system resources 
memory. The files are very memory intensive because they include graphics, 
text, and photos. Close all other programs/applications and print directly out 
of the Acrobat Reader program, not your Web browser. 

Patterns are not printing full-size
Make sure your printer is set to print at 100 percent, “print to fit” is not 
checked and “page scaling” is set to “none”. These settings are selected in 
the printer setup or printer options. 

I can’t find my file now that it’s downloaded
Rather than viewing the plan in your browser, you must save it to your hard 
drive. Download the file again, except this time try right-clicking on the red 
download button. A menu window will open. Select “Save target as” or 
“Save link as” to save the file to your hard drive. Once saved, you can open it 
up with Adobe Acrobat Reader. 

For more details on using Adobe Acrobat Reader please 
visit our online help section at:  
woodmagazine.com/adobe

WOOD Store 
Customer Favorites

Visit the WOOD Store at:

WOODStore.net 

Shop Tools & Accessories

Indoor Furniture

Outdoor Furniture

WOODStore.net
Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs,  
back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.
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What’s the difference? One saves you time, the other saves you money.

Random-
Orbit  

Sanders

Orbital  
Finishing  
Sandersvs.

O rbital finishing sanders use 
either a quarter, third, or half of 
a full 9×11" sandpaper sheet, and 

random-orbit sanders take either 5"- or 
6"-diameter discs. For this article, we’ll 
focus on the most popular classes of 
both types: 5" random-orbit and quarter-
sheet orbital finishing sanders. Both 

styles of sander smooth, and occasion-
ally flatten, wood in preparation for a 
stain or other finish, and you can easily 
control these smaller, affordable tools 
with just one hand.

The pad of a typical orbital finishing 
sander moves in a 1⁄16" elliptical orbit at 
12,000–14,000 orbits per minute. As you 
move the tool across a workpiece, the 
orbiting motion of the abrasive creates a 
consistent swirl pattern on the wood 
surface. And by working through a series 
of finer abrasives, the swirl patterns 
eventually blend together so well they 
disappear. 

Punch the PaPer tO match  the Pad

most orbital finishing sanders come with a punch 
pad, for poking dust-collection holes in your own 
sheet abrasives to match the sander’s pad.

Few orbital finishing sanders collect dust well, 
as evidenced by this test board when we sanded 
away the melamine coating.

a random-orbit sander sucked up nearly all the dust 
into its dust bag when sanding away the melamine 
coating from this particleboard.

cOllect mOre dust With a randOm-Orbit sander

On the other hand, a random-orbit 
sander pad orbits about 1⁄8" while at the 
same time spinning up to 12,000 times a 
minute. This dual-mode action makes 
these sanders more efficient, blending 
swirl marks quickly as you work through 
the abrasive sequence.

In our experience, both types of 
sander can produce flawless surfaces 
when sanding through a sequential 
series of abrasives, but the random-orbit 
sanders do so quicker. So what else 
should you consider before buying? 
Check out the pros and cons of each 
type on the next page.
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 Read WOOD® editor and reader reviews of random-orbit sanders and
 orbital finishing sanders, as well as other types of sanders and other tools,
  at toolreviews.woodmagazine.com.

More Resources

although sized differently from brand to brand, round dust ports on most 
random-orbit sanders adapt relatively easily to a shop-vacuum hose.

Dust port
(three sizes)

the square or rectangular ports on most orbital sanders fit their provided 
collection bags or canisters, but are tricky to adapt to shop vacuums.

Dust port

With random-orbit sanders, you quickly and easily apply hook-and-loop discs  
to the pad. this makes sequential-grit sanding a breeze.

Orbital finishing sanders use cam-action clamps to hold sanding sheets in 
place, but the sheets can be awkward to install.

Clamp Clamp
handle

Orbital Finishing Sander
Pros:
 Low cost, typically about 20 percent less than a comparable 5" 
random-orbit sander.
 Whether you buy presized sheets or cut your own from full sheets, 
abrasives generally cost 20–30 percent less than manufactured 
random-orbit sander discs.
 With firm, rubbery sanding pads, these sanders contour to curved 
shapes better than random-orbit sanders without damaging the pads or 
leaving unusual scratch patterns.
Cons:
 More vibration and a single orbit speed lead to greater hand and arm 
tingling and fatigue. 
 The clamping mechanisms on most of these sanders prove clumsy to 
use [Photo B].

Random-Orbit Sander
Pros:
 Prepunched hook-and-loop abrasive discs are widely available and 
make for quick, easy changes [Photo A].
 When using equal abrasives, a random-orbit sander removes material 
about one-third faster than an orbiter.
 With eight 3⁄8" holes in most pads and abrasive discs, these tools 
collect dust better than orbital finishing sanders. The dust ports on most 
prove easier to connect to a vacuum hose [Photos C and D].
 Variable-speed motors (on models so equipped) let you adjust the 
aggressiveness for different materials, either to avoid clogging the 
abrasive or to better control the sanding action.
Con:
 The hook-and-loop pads wear out over time and will need to be 
replaced, a cost about one-quarter to one-third of the sander’s cost.

cOnnecting tO a shOP vacuum? sOme adaPt better than Others

hOOk-and-lOOP Pads make abrasive changes easier

A B

C

D
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Includes an easy-to-use article index!

For more product information or updated versions of this DVD-ROM,  
go to woodmagazine.com/DVDLibrary
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Browse more than 1,300 woodworking project plans, DVDs, back-issue collections, videos, tool reviews, books, & more.

Everybody’s a tool critic. Now it’s your turn!
Readers rely on WOOD magazine for unbiased reviews of 
woodworking tools 
and accessories. 
You’ll find them here, 
all in one place. While 
you’re there, add 
reviews  about the 
tools in your shop.  
Just click to compare 
specs, prices,  
and more.

toolreviews.woodmagazine.com

Plans “Complete Guide” DVD-ROM’s Videos Back-Issue Collections

The biggest names in woodworking 
help you build your skills with 
affordable videos (up to 2 hours long). 
Save money by doing the download.  

Watch free videos of other 
woodworkers showing their stuff, 
from shop tips, to favorite jigs, to... 
well, just about anything! 

Don’t spend a penny on a tool until 
you learn how it works. Tool School is 
like having a free woodworking show 
on your desktop!

WOOD magazine editors provide 
videos that enhance the content in 
the magazine. New videos added 
regularly.

A wealth of information just a click away.
WOODmagazine.com speaks to woodworkers of all skill levels with 
free woodworking 
plans, helpful 
forums, hundreds 
of articles, and 
more services to 
help you become a 
better woodworker.

Visit the WOOD®

 family  
of helpful Web sites!

WOODmagazine.com

WOODmagazine.com/videos

Watch a demo before you buy

FREE magazine support 24/7DVDs or downloads

By woodworkers, for woodworkers

WOODStore.net
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